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Soul Portrait helps us take a closer look at who we are, and at exactly the same time, share a deeper part
of ourselves with others. By creating our Soul Portrait and rendering it available to family, friends, and
care companies, we can make life-long soul connections and improve our quality of life. With Soul
Portrait as our help, and family and friends as our advocates, we could have a voice inside our care at the
same time we may not have the ability to express it ourselves. As a MAP (Making Ageing Personal), Soul
Portrait will business lead others beyond their basic notions about us, and beyond our identities as
individual, frail elder, favorite uncle, or parent.
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An essential book 'Soul Portrait' can be a real treasure. The author starts each section with a short story
from her very own life experience and then prompts us with a query related to that topic." or the chapter
titled "Touch"...whether in the form of words, images, mementos, etc. It amazed me just how much I got
to think about what I really do like and who I am. It really helps that the author gives us a look into her
own soul which helps information us to our own picture of ourselves. For me, this is definitely an
advisable purchase and an excellent gift idea. An Important and Thoughtful book Soul Portrait is a book
which helps you take a very personal look at yourself, not only for your advantage but for those you love.
It really helped me to understand how important it really is to learn you and let your friends and relations
in also, especially in view of growing older .I've many books but I think 'Soul Portrait' is an especially
useful publication that MAY be utilized by your caregivers but will ALWAYS be cherished by your loved
ones. If I have so much problems, what about our children and other family members. If so when I result
in the treatment of others, I will make sure that this book goes with me. Thank you for this important and
thoughtful publication and tool. There is a Dependence on This Book Having seen my mother deteriorate
in a nursing house, it is obvious if you ask me how this book can reassure me,(and those to whom I am
giving a duplicate), that we can still have a voice about our needs and wants when enough time comes
that we have to turn our care and attention to others. Amazingly basic. My own words can help guide my
care down the road..) to help them unravel the mystery they are. soul-full gifts for all those you love Soul
Portrait presents a simple, nonthreatening and incredibly powerful way for every one of us to permit
others - including family and possibly future caregivers - know important things about us. This publication
covers all these things and even more. Also the most reserved person will become encouraged to talk
about important information NOW that will later benefit the "owner" of the book with more thoughtful
care. It'll surprise you, delight you, and maybe comfort you. Soul-ful searching "Soul Portrait" is just
that... it's searching deep into one's soul to discover and show who we are, what we like and what we
want people to keep in mind about us. It isn't something teenagers might think about (young being those
who are baby to 25, just out of college and facing the next exciting chapter within their lives). If I died
tomorrow (or became incapable of speaking for myself), what would they say/think/keep in mind about
me?), those that start to think about the future, marriage, kids, grandchildren, retirement, and. Great
concept, well done! I'm ready to bet we 'think' we know people, but do we 'really' understand: their fears,
the items they enjoy doing, their music choice, the remembrances they treasure, the events that changed
their lifestyle, things that produce them happy (or unfortunate), or what makes them laugh? We gave it to
my Mother-in-Law who wants to browse (and belongs to a Book Golf club) and she said she wants to talk
about it with her publication club.. How well do we know each additional? Whatever it is, let it be the
insight into YOU. Whenever we reach this phase inside our lives, we switch more deeply into ourselves
and we start to think "what do people REALLY find out about me? It's even more for those who are 30+
(but not necessarily! what does that one term invoke in you? This is actually the publication you'll want to
provide your friends, parents, siblings, children. It may even end up being your Eulogy..aw heck, anyone
you value (and maybe those you don't! Essential for on your own; Yes, we all have been a mystery... How
I wish those I've lost to dementia and death had left such an archive. It's an easy go through and a
thoughtful workbook. It's 100 web pages of thought-provoking suggestions that will cause you to say
"Oh hey, what routines and rituals keep me on track and keep me grounded? All of those other page is
definitely for our response..." This is the book that will assist help you through the procedure of peeling
back the layers to reveal the true you. This book will help you explain yourself in greater detail. Filled out,
it's rather a priceless legacy for family members.. death? For better or even worse, we all have been
unique and special. Let "Soul Portrait improve your quality of life by making aging personal".dare we
state it.I hope you'll receive this book, use it for yourself and then get one for everyone you want to know
you better! It's something special for everyone in your daily life! Soul Portrait helped me personally look

at supporting my older family members in a different way Soul Portrait helped me personally look at
supporting my older family members in a different way. It wasn't simply asking the queries of what kind
of funeral, buried or cremation. It produced me check out the items I hadn't thought of. A must read for
everyone!
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